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            The ladies adventure will be handled a bit differently this year.  Since 
Atlanta has so much to offer, we decided on a more individualized 
experience that would accommodate the needs of all.  Ladies will receive a 
City Pass, which will be good for 9 days.  It includes passes to 6 Atlanta 
highlights and gives each person the opportunity to explore each at their 
own pace.  This pass can be used to attend the GA Aquarium, The World of 
Coke, and The Tour at CNN, all within walking distance of the hotel. The 
pass includes tickets for 6 attractions, so if they have time they can also 
take a taxi to the Zoo or various museums near Atlanta on the weekend. 
They can also avoid standing in lines to these great attractions. More 
information is listed below.   

The pocket-size booklet contains an actual admission ticket to each attraction. And with a 

CityPass you’ll avoid ticket lines at most attractions. Atlanta CityPass is valid for nine leisurely 

days from day of first use. One admission to each of the following attractions is included:  

 Georgia Aquarium: Expedited entry including Deepo’s 4D Theater  

 World of Coca-Cola: next available timed entrance for general admission  

 Zoo Atlanta: general admission  

 Inside CNN Atlanta: one studio tour  

 Option ticket: Choose to visit either Fernbank Museum of Natural History: general 

admission & special exhibits  

OR Atlanta Botanical Garden: general admission & special exhibits  

 Option ticket: Choose to visit either High Museum of Art: general admission and 

Louvre Atlanta  

OR Atlanta History Center: general admission  

Inside each Atlanta CityPass, you’ll also find attraction information, transportation 

directions, best times to visit, a map, and enticing suggestions for shops, restaurants 

and off-beat places from the experts at National Geographic Traveler magazine, a 

favorite source for inquisitive travelers. It’s like having a guidebook to the best of 

Atlanta that fits in the palm of your hand!  

            We hope this will allow for a positive experience and the flexibility to view 
attractions that are new and different! 

For more information, visit  http://www.citypass.com/city/atlanta.html 

 


